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Annual Fair
Is Considered
Successful

Dr. Cornell Says Local
Water To Blame For
Campus-Wide Epidemic

Jane Hastings Is
Straw Hat Queen

24 Hospitalized,Scores Sick As
Illness Sweeps Dorms And Frats

The second annual Farmers'
Fair came to a successful conclusion last Saturday evening with
the crowning of Jane Hastings as
Queen of the Fair.
President Hauck presented the
petite blond senior with her crown
of office at the Calico Ball.

BY BILL BRENNAN

"Oronoitis.- an epidemic of stomach illness which swept through
the University Monday night, has been attributed to the drinking
water, according to a statement by Dr. Robert C. Cornell, director of
health service, Tuesday afternoon.

Brennan To
Head 'Campus'

The Fair, held in the Field House
during the day, was highlighted by
several c(,ntests.
Louise Hilton whizzed down the
aisle. the potatoes flying left and right
into the basket, to cop honors in the
co-ed potato picking contest.
Ruth Upton managed to take first
place in the co-ed milking contest.
Clyde Adams and Polly Bartlett
teamed up on the big cross-cut to win
the sawing contest.
Fred Pigmy chomped his way
through a king size blueberry pie
winning the pie eating contest.
Our own Prexy Hauck gave it the
old college try, but lost to Professor
Wynn Libby in the faculty potato
picking contest.
Game booths and exhibits showing
the work of the agricultural stuchitts
lined the arena
Twenty high school Future Farmers
of America chapters judged cattle.
The Oh: Town club was the highpoint team, retaining the Future
Farmers of America plaque

Wieman Grants
Visiting Hours
To New Dorms
Dean of Men Elton E. Wieman has
announced that visiting hours for women in the Dunn and Corbett lounges
have beeen established on a trial basis.
The announcement came after two conferences of the Dunn-Corbett interdorm council were held with the Dean.
Women guests will be permitted to
enter the lounges upon the invitation of
residents from 7-9 p.m.. Fridays and
Saturdays. after duty proctors have
been notified. Previous to the plan's
establishment, women guests were required to wait for residents in the
small reception rooms.
The dorm council suggested the
lounges for lobby use because the residents use them only for meetings and
study.

BULLETIN
TIR
ill be a meeting held
in Memorial Gym Tuesday
evening at 6:30 for all men
interested in participating in the
Wniter Sports program this
year, Faculty Manager of Athletics, Ted Curtis. announced
today. Movies of the 1947-1948
athletic season will be shown
following the discussion period.

Commenting on the sickness, which€—
caused approximately 60 men to be
treated in the clinic, and hospitalized
24 more, Dr. Cornell said. "It
not food that caused the illness, 1K::
apparently the water.
Contrary to popular rumor, the
Bill Brennan. former associate editor
sickness was not confined to men and columnist on the Maine Campus,
eating only at the New Cafeteria, but was elected editor-in-chief of the paper
was widespread all over the campus Tuesday afternoon at a meeting of
and throughout the town of Orono. the Student Publications Committee.
According to William C. Wells, dorFormer advertising manager of the
mitory manager, minor cases have Campus, and for the past two weeks
been reported from several women's interim editor-in-chief, Brennan has
dormitories during the past two weeks. been previously employed by the BanThe disorder is due to organic gor Daily Nezes. the Bangor Daily
matter in the water. Dr. Cornell said, Commercial, the Portland Press Hernot a bacteria.
ald, the Boston Record-American, and
Familiarly termed "Oronoitis." the the Maine Radio A- Cit'S Service
illness, according to Dr. Cornell. reDuring the past two summers, he
curs every fall and spring, with stu- has been publicity director of the
dents at the University. not used to Camden Hills Theatre, Camden, Me.
the water, being more affected than
The only other applicant for the
the citizens of Orono. somewhat im- position of editor-in-chief was G. Wilmune to it now.
liam Robertson, editor of the Maine
Dr. Cornell stated that the water in Annex last year.
Orono is frequently examined, a!
said that the illness is not serio!H
merely uncomfortable.

—Newhall photo
Jane Hastings, Queen of the Calico Ball

Primaries Show Record
Vote Cast By Students

Tuesday's primaries for the highest
offices of all classes marked the start
of a three week election schedule, which
will he climaxed by the final vote December 7.
The primaries, which were sponsored
According to an announcement by by the election committee of the GenDr. Arthur A. Hauck, president of eral Senate, aimed for greater interest
the University. Dr. Byron V. Whit- by the student body in all offices. The
committee was pleased with the num!ley. Bangor, has been named director
ber of votes cast in the primaries,
Three nevi
Lois Deering,
of the University of Maine health
which showed an increase over last
Mrs. Virginia Lizotte. and Mrs. Emservice to succeed Dr. Robert C.
year's primary totals.
malin Welch. were initiated into the
Cornell about Dec. 1.
Before the final vote in December,
U. of M. chapter of Omicron Nu,
Dr. Cornell, who has been here
the three highest vote-getters in the
home economics national honor sociemore than two years, will go to the
primaries for each office will be con:y. Sunday. November 7.
Shriner's Hospital for Crippled ChilPresident Jean Cunningham %vas in
sidered by the students. The committee
dren, Springfield, Mass., for further
charge of the initiation. She was aswill display their photographs at key
study and training,
- ited by Dr. Marion Sweetman. Miss
points on the campus. The three-week ,
Dr. Whitney, Maine '41, received interim between the primaries
slary Lillings, Mrs. Ann Smykay, and
and the
his M.D. degree from Tufts in 1944. election will probably witness
Mary Snyder.
camHe served his internship at Boston paigns by the candidates.
.irpose of Omicron Nu is to
Posters will
City Hospital, and was senior medical be displayed by the
;),Ano,,ze scholarship, leadership, and
committee to ,
officer on a Navy cruiser for a year. acquaint students
711 ,iniCS throughout the world.
,
with the responsibiliHe has had a year of surgical resi- ties of each office.
dency at the Waltham Hospital.
Those nominated for class offices and
WSGA ANNOUNCEMENT
Dr. Cornell has announced that Dr. the sophomore
representative to the
Elmer Sewell. Dover, N. H., will Athletic
the WSGA t
N‘as
I
Board were:
come to Orono to take over his private
Tuesday that the faculty committee on
Freshman Class—Clam of 1952
practice when he leaves for Spring\Vomen Students has approved tile
President : Edgar Bailey: Donald
field.
solution that women students be
E. Smith: Lloyd A. Rowe.
:lowed to have 12:10 a.m. pertnisVice President: Edgar F. Lord:
sions on Friday and Saturday nights.
Virginia M. Norton; Stuart E. West.
The permissions were granted so
DR. ROME RANKIN
Secretary: Jeanne Frye; Jeanette
that women students could take the
Pratt; Caroline D. White.
Dr. Rome Rankin, professor of 1130 p.m. buses from Bangor withTreasurer: Joan E. Hopkins; Mary physical education at tU,! University out fear of being late. The am ruling.
1.. Snyder.
of Maine, was made the first honorary having been accepted by the WSGA
Sophomore Clam—Clam of 1951 member of Phi Mu Delta in 2o years !Council, %% ill go into effort this %%ei k
President: Robert H. Duddy; Rus- at their annual pledge dinner Sunday.
sell E. Meade: Richard A. Singer.
Dr. Rankin. who came to Maine
Vice President : John M. H. Bar- from Kentucky in 1947. is professional
Lost—A log-log slitir rule
nard; Gerald E. Morse; Patrica M. advisor for majors in physical eduThursday. Nor. 11. 'I?. Kiihir Simmons.
cation.
we stamped on the metal. ii
Secretary: Bertha A. Clark: Janice
Dr. Rankin received his A.B. from
found, please return to Prof
J. Josslyn; Mary E. Marsden.
Waynesbury. his M.A. from the UniEvans' office, Civil Pnaineesimi :
Treasurer: James E. Elliott; Fran- versity of Michigan, and his Ph.D.
Dept., 21 Wingate.
(Continued on Page Eight)
DR. ROBERT C. CORNELL
from Kentucky.

Dr. Cornell Will
Leave Maine

Omicron Nu
Initiates Three
Phi Mu Delta
Honos s Rankin New Members
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to social

7'4AI:fa-Debate
•

tDates-Gwen'*4

.111 roams
-,..nerro
J hi
Iyritten rinnprelietpiive evaminations
The first four regupds of the intrain the college of Arts and Sciences
mural debate tourney are being h Id
will be held on March 12, 1949, and
this wik.1.3etu.
tig
ring..te s
oral comprehensives will be held
in Sqvit-0
H
through the week of April 18 to April
Discussions will be held on
ques7:30
23, Dean Joseph Murray says. All
etb6rRnd
eio
•
tlial
s
Alf
a
15 Coburn.
Arts and Science departments planning
g>v
e
Lounge.
i
e.Zobti
,
3"
to give comprehensives must give them "--••,•'
FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 109
equalizing eduitional opportunities in
1:30V,114---Koinonia, MCA
on these dates.
2 p.m.-14-trattiierVItt4 rpqop,
tax-suppotr
j,
. ch,4
by,..1To?
BM.w
e
English majors are required to take
MCA Bultaing.
"
annual gr
71°30 p.m.—CinterbulY
•
4 p.m.—Registration of IdeleKates Lounge.
three comprehensive examinations, two
i
Those participating are Avis Zippell.
to annual conference 4i,414401 56,e1111
written and one oral..
t&QW.A Y
220
Gennette as);akr1 Vigtlsolty\ 1W4Fsck,
Scientists, Louis Oakes Roespi,
During his junior year the English
.4
clan.Onx
Charles‘
.111esK, 'MtTorie
4:45 p.m.—Vespirrs,-fitife Theatre.
_
• 7 + • • 1 major must take a written examination
Joan §r-4spi KO3
6:45 p.m.—Dinner for delegates to TUESDAY,
covering the mechanics of grammar.
NOVEMBER 23
—Newhall Photo Packard, Robert Stearns, Robert PeaSocial Science Conference, North Es- 5 p.m.—Off
The examination this year, however,
-CampusWomen,
cock, Charlotte Alex, Bob Arnold,
WENDALL
HODCKINS
tabrooke.
has been widened to include short
Women's Lounge, MCA Building.
Leonard Minsky, Richard LeClair,
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20
business letters, outlines, and bibliogWEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 24
William Rochon, John Thayer, Caro7 a.m.—Breakfast for Social Scien- 7 a.m.—Wednesday Morning Fel- raphies. Formerly requiring one hour,
lyn Lindquist, and Ruth Judkins.
tists. New Cafeteria.
the examination is now expected to
lowship, MCA Building.
The debates will continue for several
take two hours.
weeks with each team insured of at
Seniors majoring in English take
least four discussions. The seedings
first a written examination in English
for subsequent debates will probably
and American literature. This exbe determined from the results of the
amination stresses the ability of stufirst
discussions.
"The Winslow Boy," a three-act
dents to form their own opinions on
In order that engraving o l'rism
Eight students in glacial geology literary questions on the basis of facts drama based on one of the most famous
portrait proofs may be started immedi- studied the features of glacialfication learned either in class or outside trials of modern times, will be the
second production of the season for
ately, Nov. 24 has been set as a dead- on a field trip in central and western study.
the Maine Masque Theatre, Prof.
New
Hampshire
over
the
past
weekline for returning the proofs to the
This examination will cover four Herschel
L. Bricker announced
end.
The six sororities held open house
hours.
Prism office. Unless proofs are reThe story of a father's struggles to Sunday afternoon in the
Lawrence Goldthwait, assistant prosorority
The oral examination, taken by re-instate his
turned on or before this date, the staff
son, discharged from an rooms with the freshman women and
fessor of geology, led the group which
seniors
only,
consists
of
hour's
an
will select the proof which will appear included Charles V. Chapman,
English school on charges of stealing. transfer students as guests.
John questioning by members
of the Eng- "The---Winslmr-BoyP
in the yearbook.
- is- the story of a
Donohue, Calvin Friar, Francis MatEach of the sororities displayed
lish department covering all general happening
which held front 1)age space
Persons wishing to submit their ley, Gloria Noyes, Carl Robbins,
jewelry, pictures of the memhers,
fields of knowledge.
on United States and British newsown glossy prints must have them in Philip Stackpole, and Lawrence Wing.
copies of their publications, and various
papers.'
They camped out at Wolfeboro -and
exhibits of sorority life,, both on the
on or before this date.
Hanover during the trip.
-Winslow- -Bor,"--Prof7 campus and in a, national group, in
Smoke On Stairs No Joke
Activity slips should be returned at
Bric}:er. has brought back seve
rooms decorated in sorority colors.
To Librarian lbbotson
the same time.
• Alar41. eterins.The... stage. an
Hartgen At Island Falls
The guests were given the opporMr. Louil. T. IbbOtSon';
'
uhiversily 'the same'ime'M'tl. need severil newL tunity to meet the members of
the
Professor Vincent \ Hartgen librarian, requests that students * on comirs who progise to be ftelur, sorority
groups and the advisors of the
miummi
the. ,as:4;Ititcs„V.......\1.1ine altulienceAl,
spoke to the Island Falls High School the bencho -leecently
orglanizations, and to ask questions
eAN6OR.ME
students Tuesday afternoon on the' lobby of tht 1ibtary rather Than on the
Pey4ohr131r- about the Greek letter societies,
general topic of what a painter is and main stairway to the second floor.
bara Stewart. I)wight Frye, and Har-After-dinner rushing dates began
does.
Ian
Witham constitute the veteran Monday
times
At
there have been so many
night and will continue
tt-O& tatn4v
Tuesday evening he addressed the smokers sitting on this stairway that
tig.i the,tfewcopyil through Saturday.
These . dates give
Pine Needle Club there, describing it has been difficult for people to go are
fulT Eutilt
ehdail; -1-1Odgkinal the sororities and the
rushees a chance
Beatrice Towne, Gorge Sherman, to become
M
and demonstrating watercolors
up and down, Ibbotson said. T
better acquainted.
and 1\fareinIC831/\1
I
•1
Arnold, who appeared in "Magnifi- FiR115.Dpn
cees Feature Of \
cent Yankee" with Witham, portrays
DUPONT SUPER
liangor
FR4tel Social'
•'
the father of the Winslow boy, played
by Hodgkins.
etancft ivere!
58 Columbia St., Bangor
"The "\Vinslow Boy" will be pre- order Zf tl aay'wheri-th'e.
sented Wednesday through Saturday,
raci4
aktfF
28r Qt. • 1.10 Gal.
Dec. 8, 9, 10, 11, in the Little Theatre. Bangclr ebrew- Centet
"Remembrance Rock"
&Ida/. 1
A SUPER SAVING
•
• In addition to folk dancing social
dancing was enjoyed.
K. E. TWITCHELL
by Carl Sandburg
Sheldon Sokol, social chairman of
SERVICE
Hillel,
announced that the next MeetPhotostati
c
Work
of All
$5.00
104 Main St , °ratio
ing of the group will be held at 7 p.m.,
Kinds
24 hour service
Sunday, November 20 in the Carnegie
Ammi$11111Ni.
97 HAMMOND ST., BANGOR
Lounge.
Tel. 5345
•
When in Bangor, visit the
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mitEidza
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)
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Winslow Boy
Next Masque
Production

Prism Sets Deadline Geologists Freeze
For Portrait-Prints In Glacier Hunt

Sorority Rushing
Now In Progress

Betts Bookstore

ANTIFREEZE'
HICKOX

35" Bonn
JACKETS
•Alpaca Lined

Canterbury Club To Meet

New Atlantic Restaurant
I

M11111111DOW

Fedora' Re•srve Bask

for finest in service, food, and atmosphere
66 Meth St.
Bangor

•Poplin Shell

A combined social and business
meeting will be held by the Canterbury
Club next Saturday in the upstairs
lounge of the MCA at 7:30 p.m.

•Olive Drab Color
• Mouton Collar

$9.98

ASSORINFINIT OF NORCROSS CARDS
fat Christmas,
beautiful as ever, is now ready.
and it is not too early to get your cards

00
1S
,. . Qit J
PAUL CC

SS PiC,KERING SQ.
NGOR

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Respongiliiiiik is reflected by
a chect
otar
ties: which is
also a
credit and st

TED
NEWHALL
'i;Wril6IIER

addressed and ready for mailing.
PACKAGES OF 12 --- 290

ghe H. C.7‘ K. Store
19 Mill St., Orono
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4 Maine Teams
Enter Debates
At Vermont

MOC Builds
Skating Cabin
At Ice Rink

.I ,
.1
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Orono, Maine, Nosember 18, 1948

The University of Maine will be represented at the third Annual Invitation Debate Tournament to be held this
week end at the University of Vermont
by four debating teams. Each Maine
team will enter 4 debates, with the
final round scheduled for Saturday
night.
George Brountas and Donald Waring will handle the affirmative on one
team with Robert Moran and Francis
Bacon as the other affirmative debaters.
The negative teams are Margaret
Mollison and George Vardamis as the
first, and Ramona McLaughlin and
Doris Vollmer making up the second
team.
Prof. Gardner and Mr. Woolley of
the speech department will accompany
the debaters to the tournament, which
will begin Friday evening and will have
112 teams representing 36 colleges participating.
During the tournament the debaters
will also organize a congressional session, with committees and the procedures enacted as such a session would
actually occur.

Steam Power Plant of the University of Maine. Standing, left to right: Five boilers, Herb
Hall; sitting,
Charlie Holmes.

Heating System Of University
Explained By Chief Engineer

Guild Produced Bridge Tourney
Cuban 'Lights For NIBT Team

BY KEN ZWICKER

goes through a process of deaeration
Although relatively few students on which removes the oxygen. It then
campus realize the fact, there are days goes to boilers where internal feedin mid-winter when the University water treatment is employed to preheating plant burns nearly 12,000 gal- vent scale-forming and corrosion in the
lons of oil to keep them warm, accord- boilers.
ing to information received from Don
Regarding other aspects of the heatLaurence Olivier's production Hen- Pressey, the plant's chief engineer.
ing plant, Pressey said that it was one
ry V, voted the outstanding motion
Commenting on the general set-up of the first buildings of its kind in
picture of the year, was shown at the
and functions of the plant, which was this area to be painted in a 100%
Strand Theatre, Orono, this week,
converted to oil in 1946, Pressey said DuPont color scheme, which concenthrough the combined efforts of the
that the heating plant now consists trates upon cool color to counteract
departments of history, English, and of two
new and two rebuilt units that the general impression of heat in such
the modern languages. Harold J. burn heavy,
Bunker "C" fuel oil, a building.
Kelly, theatre manager, worked with heating
There are 13 men employed at the
more than 50 buildings.
the University personnel in arrangPressey said the two new units are heating plant. Nine men operate the
ing the local showing.
capable of 30,000 pounds of steam per plant in eight-hour shifts, and four
The movie was received by students hour, while the two converted
units men are in maintenance. Six more
and townspeople very favorably. The can put out 20,000 pounds.
The fuel men work at the North Dorms, which
value of the production is three-fold; is stored outside in two, 25,000
gallon have individual furnaces.
it is entertaining; it is an excellent storage tanks.
New Dorm, number three, and the
review of English literature; and it
Besides supplying the buildings with East Annex have separate heating
is an important educational insight
heat, Pressey pointed out that the units that are inspected daily.
into an interesting period of English
During the recent Homecoming
plant also produces steam for hot
history.
water and cooking in the kitchens of week end several alumni who inspected
The showing, which is the only one the new cafeteria, the field house, the the University heating plant comof the movie in this area, is but one of Commons, Estabrooke, and eight fra- mented favorably upon its extreme
a series of efforts by the University ternity houses.
cleanliness and the efficiency with
to bring worthwhile foreign films to
Discussing various technical aspects which it is operated.
Orono for the benefit of students.
of the plant's set-up, Pressey explained
that two reducing stations send steam
Bridge Club Leaves MCA
out, underground, over two lines. Approximately 75% of the water returns,
The University Bridge Club, which
as condensate, to the plant. The water has been holding its tournaments in
is then picked up and boosted to a the MCA building, will meet henceProf. Lyle C. Jenness, head of the receiving tank where it is mixed with forth in the Carnegie lounge Friday
chemical engineering department, at- water from the city main before it evenings at 7 o'clock.
tended a meeting of the committee on
relations with non-military federal research agencies of the Engineering
College Research Council in Washington, D. C., last week.
Prof. Jenness and Dr. Edward F.
The Musical Showplace of Bangor
Thode, also of the department of
RECORDS — RADIOS — MUSIC
chemical engineering, were also present at the 41st annual meeting of the
Chickering Pianos
RCA-Victor Radios
American Institute of Chemical Engineers in New York City last week.

Students Laud
Sir Olivier Film

Chemistry Head
Talks At Capital

IT'S XMAS AT ANDREWS

Disgruntled, Maybe THE MAINE
CAMPUS can help you. Hare you
tried a letter to the editor?

RIDGETOP HICKORY
SKIS $3.95
Laminated $5.95
6 ft.,6 ft. 3 in.,6 ft. 6 in.,
6 ft. 9 in., 7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in.

Ting
19

On Campo.--Robert Maroon'

aria 8171

46 Columbia St., Bangtir
Opp. Auto Regis.
Tel. 66M

Hanson's

VIREOS MUSIC HOUSE, Inc.

Boyd & Noyes, Inc.

EXPERT

Jewelers

SHOE REPAIRING

First Quality Diamonds
Exclusively

Palmer Shoe Mfg. &
Repairing Co.

Towle Sterling Silver
All standard makes
of Watches

Parcel post work
receives prompt
attention

25 Hammond St., Bangor

35 Central St., Bangor, Me.

Student skaters will receive a boost
from the Maine Outing Club this winter by the erection of a 21- by 28-foot
cabin next to the skating rink.
A corner of the building will have
kitchen facilities for serving hot drinks
and sandwiches. A fireplace is also
planned. The costs of the construction
will be partially met by student volunteer help, which is increasingly necessary with Thanksgiving recess and
winter fast approaching.
MOC hopes that the cabin will increase the popularity of skating at
the University in the same way that
the cabin at the ski tow has done.
Work parties will meet at 9:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. Saturday and Sunday
at the cross country course to complete the roof of the building.

The University Radio Guild was unable to produce its radio show "Cuban
Highlights" scheduled for 7:15 p.m.
Nov. 10.
The show did go on the air at 7:15
last night, and is to be followed by
weekly broadcasts centered about outstanding University of Maine towners.
Notices of tryouts will be posted
weekly on the Radio Guild bulletin
board at 240 Stevens Hall. Tryouts
are open to all students.
Share that idea. Write the editor.

Members of the Bridge Club have
announced that all undergraduate students are eligible to compete for a
berth on the team which will represent
the University in the forthcoming
National Intercollegiate Bridge Tournament.
A series of elimination rounds will
begin Friday Dec. 3 at 7 p.m. at the
Carnegie lounge. It is suggested that
all interested players acquaint themselves with duplicate procedure by attending the Bridge Club Tournament
Friday, Nov. 9, at 7 p.m. at the Carnegie lounge.

-•••=.
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LATF:ST (OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS

BANGOR and ORONO
& P Theatres
OPERA HOUSE
BANG(Olt
Nov. 18, 19, 20
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
"UP IN CENTRAL PARK"
Dcanna Durbin, Dick Haynie,
Nov. 21, 22, 23, 24
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
"JUNE BRIDE"
Bette Davis, Robert
Montgomery

BIJOU
11.1.14:0111
Nov. 18. 19, Thurs.. Fri.
"A SONG IS BORN"
Danny Kaye, Virginia May,
Nov. 20, 21, 22, 23
Sat., Sun., Mori., Tues,
"NICHT HAS A THOUSAND
EYES"
Edward G. Robin.011, (;a11
Russell

PARK

5T RP D
(IRON0
Not show ing in Bangor. First
time in this section of Maine.
Tues., Wed., and Thurs.
Nov. 16. 17, 18
Lawrence Olivier in
William Shakespeare's
"KING HENRY V"
(Technicolor)
Matinees each day at 2:00
Evening—Children 554
Matinee Prices Adults 90C
Evening—Adults 1.20
Evening Showing 6:30-8:40
Fri. & Sat., Nov. 19-20
"GOOD SAM"
Gary Cooper, Ann Sheridan
Sat. Matinee 2:30-6:30-8:25
Sun. & Mon., Nov. 21-22
"LUXI RY LINER"
(Technicolor)
George Brent, Jane Powell
Also Short Subjects
Sun. Matinee 3:00-6:30-8:25

BANGOK
Nov. 18, Thurs.
"LIFE WITH FATIIER"
Tuesday, Nov. 23
"DISASTER"
"NORTHWEST STAMPEDE"
Nov. 19, 20, Fri., Sat.
(Technicolor)
"TWO YEARS BEFORE
Joan Leslie, James Craig
TIIE MAST"
Also Shorts
6:30-8:23
"VIRGINIAN"
Nov. 21, 22, 23
erl. & Thurs., Nov. 24-25
Sun.. Mon., Ttie4.
"MELODY TIME"
"RACHEL AND TIIE
(Technicolor)
STRANGER"
Disney
"CRYSTAL BALL"
Phic
Nov. 24, 25. Wed., Thurs.
"NIGHTTIME IN NEVADA"
"CRAZY 11011SE"
(Technicolor)
"FIGHTING FATHER
Roy Rogers, Andy
DUNNE"
030 745
Bijou and Opera House operate continuously fri,tn 1 30 to 11
Matinee Prices: 354 to 5 o'clock
I
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Brennan Is B!osted
By Irate Coed. .

Dear Bill, When on th. Thursday
of October 4th I operwd the Campus
•
••
to Your Column(s),
Usually
"•,••••
)
various
It has been called to my attention that there circulate
Wrong, But, I changed an unbiased,
and up to that time, utiorejudiced
malicious rumors concerning the position of the Nationalist Chinese
opinion of you.
Government which I should like to clear up at this time. In the past,
I'm not going to dtpict you as a
it has been my policy to leave politics to the politicians who deserve
man,
nor a mouse. I'm not going to
however,
that
now,
feel
I
appear.
may
dubious
as it
this honor as
delve into hieroglyphics, inch as you,
ammunition
which is sorely
with the increasing demand for food and
about the why's and wht tt.fore's of
needed by the Chinese Republic at this time to oppose forces detrithis and that. I'm not going to tell
mental to the values of democracy for which both of our countries
you how every girl's ht art contracted
and asked to give you a good trouvcing
are fighting, that I can no longer remain in the shadow and allow
BY
BIFF
SHALEK
Only
they
were
funnier
this
time.
I
(for
that is what you &s(.rve)!
unchallenged.
remain
such atrocities to
A bunch of the boys got to whooping This was because they were pixilated.
But
... Last spring thcr. was a felLet there be no mistake, that the Chinese Communists are sup- it up over at the dance last Friday nite. They did the same routine they had
low
during
House Pariy Week-end
ported by the Soviet Russian Government and that every conceivable The people who paid fifty cents to used on the dancefloor, only more
who didn't draw a solo a breath
means is being used to convince both the Chinese and the American attend this dance weren't informed so. The GirINfan shook his hips and throughout it, and who critiri ly forgot
people that there is no connection, thus fighting while we fluster that there was to be a floorshow, the marriedman leaped with abandon. about his date and sent her home by
around and debate the factors which we should strike upon. Remem- and so some were pleased, and some All the patrons, who hadn't been in- way of his buddy. Tin n there. too,
were displeased.
formed that a floorshow went with is the incident of
a Miro*: dating a
ber that where we excell in technology the Soviets excell in propaA married man was dressed up in a their meals, were very happy. The campus co-ed for nearly sr eel, weeks,
ganda devices.
tux, wore a funny tie, and a funnier waitresses were happy. The owner before she learned that he w:.s married.
We will first examine in precise fashion the Chinese situation. hat. It was hilarious. His partner was overjoyed. Everyone shouted
These are samples oi only a few
Let it be understood that I do not think the present Nationalist Gov- was a girl with big busts, but every- Hoorah and Huzza when they weaved cases, but they typify
ne.ny many
ernment has succeeded in giving China all the values of American one knew she was a man dressed up out, and trampled down all the shrub- more that are too numerous to even
bery
outside.
Democracy, but in the face of oppositional forces which have infil- to look like a woman. They took over
point out. You say, and 1 quote,
the dance floor right in front of the
A waitress explained that they were
"Nothing can change th. fact that
trated into the country and which have poisoned the minds of the band stand and those
that watched from the University of Maine Hell
Chinese peasants with vague promises of future prosperity and all remarked on how cute they looked. Week and that the school has to do there are odds of about 4 10 1 here
warped ideas of the ideals of democracy. this National Government Afterwards some of the dancers that once a year to keep the eighteen- against the male. And with tin se odds,
women can just about make their
has won a large following and is striving to give China a system of who had paid to attend the dance year-old boys housebroken.
choice of whom they shall slate."
government which is best suited to the needs of this long-suffering went out to Pilot's Grill forHambur- A patron said he always knew that
We always have mad. a choice, so
country. This is a large task and we must not be too critical in cen- gers & Coffee. When they walked Maine men could hold their liquor and put that in your war drum ..tol
pound
in who do you think was monopoliz- women, but hadn't realized how really
soring the marvelous task that has been undertaken by the Nationalist ing the entire floor? That's right. virile
away. When the timi crones that
college life was.
forces in China to oppose the Communistic doctrines in a desperate
every man thinks that N% • co-( ds have
to be hard up enough to s:.y. "Oh yes,
attempt to hold China together.
I'd love to," to every guy, there had
You must understand that the mass of the Chinese population
better be words a flyin'. V.!. would
is uneducated, and that it is extremely difficult for them to understand
no more ask just any girl (Ilan we
by marilyn wyman
on just who may enter the "inner
the principles of democracy which Chiang is attempting to explain
would accept any guy. Vol, make
and incorporate in a poverty-stricken country. This is a slow process, Can you think. of a better way of circle."
your choice in asking for to, date, we
making a debut as an expected-to-beHow many of us are actually "roost- make our choice by ace otine
not such as would be grasped by a comparatively sound and educated
it.
misunderstood woman columnist than ers"—staying on the fence all our
You tell of a partica.r s. where
American citizen overnight. I appeal to you for support at a time by differing from the views expressed lives? If an
individual sees ideals,
a girl leaves her date for -.hooter felwhen it is most needed. Give China your aid and together we can by Bill in his scribblings?
which he would like to adopt, under
build a stable economic system and the democracy for which we are With all apologies to W. J. B. per- a couple of noodles from Aristotle's low—perhaps you say this %%as "an
sonally, it appears that the Greek- alphabet soup. who is to say that he exception to the rule." It poi actually
jointly fighting.
letter societies (fraternities and sorori- is contemplating an underground believed this, then why did you bother
-HONG (JIMMY) YUEN
ties. in case you didn't know) have to move? The purpose of any group— to expound upon it? W. think that
take it in the neck when various per- fraternities, sororities, ladies' aid so- it was an exception.
You want to clean up th. other side
sons about our hallowetd grounds are cieties, or chambers of commerce—is to
of
the fence, eh? Well clrrity begins
in the mood for playing critic. It is knit together individuals with common
at
home,
and since you'll so daaritable
actually surprising how much this principles. Is there any law which
The deer season has now been open approximately a month, and minority group irritates someone who says a person
with your advice to thc oofo.site and
can't choose his, or her,
foreign sex, how about osiet: a little
at the time of writing, twelve persons, none of them with four legs has to write 250 words or give a three own principles?
of it with your own? How boot using
or antlers, have been killed in the Maine woods.
minute speech.
I am not going on to say further a little discretion
and rc: liz, that just
Often a mistake is understandable, especially with uninitiated In addition to stamp clubs, photog- that sororities teach their members as all of us aren't 99,4
beautiful
hunters going into the woods wearing light-colored clothing. But. raphy clubs, and bridge clubs, the that it is necessary to get along with with Lana Turner's fignr.. rtable's
in the long run, the fault lies directly upon the person who pulls the Freshman Handbook lists some sixty- others in spite of faults and personal sables, and Rosalind kus..11'., vivaodd other organizations, all of which predjudices. or to ask what might
ciousness, neither are you
trigger.
all
have qualifications for membership. happen to intramural sports without
able Gables. Instead of tryi., to reWhat has all this to do with an editorial in a college newspaper? But it remains for the 17 fraternities fraterntiy backing. but I am asking
form exceptional cases of p.m.;
Simply this—during the Thanksgiving vacation, which comes next and 6 sororities to answer all the just how much of the campus structure hood, why don't you no.. lit r girlthat
week, many of you will take to the woods in an effort to alleviate the arguments for putting restrictions up- has been destroyed by Greek termites reformers never get a..ywh. re with
shortage of meat in the family larder.
worn-out phrases of app.! !
I'm waiting for you to oisprove the
Although the members of the Campus staff are anxious for news,
fact that You're Usually WroPti'f, with
we definitely do not want to print a story about your death in the
no Rut's.
woods, nor about your mistaking a human being for a deer.
BY SAM JONES
tion. Nobody, not even Artie the
MONA
Boss, can always know all the facts
Hunting accidents may usually be prevented by the unstinting "Knock, Knock."
"Maine is a cow college." Perhaps.
application of common sense. The privilege of owning and using "Who's there?"
"Students."
"What can you expect from a backfirearms in Maine has not been limited by laws requiring permits. "Students who?"
woods state?" Possibly true. Maine
But, with the increasing number of deaths directly attributable to "Students who criticize this Uni- isn't any big smoky, industrial state.
hunting weapons, we wonder if some sort of training and examination versity."
It isn't a state of big cities. It is
Dear Mr. Brennan: J ii. re been a
Remember that craze? It, like many buried deep in the north-land. But, fairly consistent reader o;;our
in the care and handling of weapons should not be required.
column
in the Maine Campus. Ti..
However, the old answer comes up again. There is never any other fads, has come and gone. But whatever our reasons, we're here.
ry conthe fad of knocking our University is
How many students have ever taken structive emphasis in s our recent
protection against downright carelessness. The only way, we imagine, still with us.
Nothing ever seems to the trouble to find out what really articles is most encouraginy
to keep sudden death in Maine's forests to a minimum is for every be right. Maine can do no good. Or goes on in their University?
The University of M;in. is a big
How
hunter to be absolutely certain that what he aims at is a deer.
so think the cynics. Stop in the book- many know beyond the walls of their project, on campus and off.
..nd has
store or the dorm or the classroom own college? How many know be- been trying to do an alit-Hod
int .ossible
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Bill Brennan corridor, what do you hear? Gripes. yond the clique of their friends. The job during the past few y. ars. Your
BUSINESS MANAGER
Will Nisbet, jr. gripes and more gripes. "That danm smallness of Maine can be found in support, as displayed in tht st weeks,
cut system" "When are we going to the smallness of its students.
will do much to enhane. Hu- school
COPY EDITORS AND REPORTERS—Joseph H. Cobb, Nick Mayo, Jr.,
Get out and mix it up. Get to know for both faculty and stud. tits. You
Paradis,
Simon
Moulton,
Ralph
Sklar,
Jr.,
James
Al
R. Wheeler, Bob Winship, get some decent profs?" "What a
Bob Lord. Reggie Hall, Don Povich, George Brown, Roger S. Andrews, coach" "What a bunch of silly co-eds." more of your neighbors. Get to know will be rewarded in th. s:.tis;action
Roger F. Blake, Richard E. Dillon, Frank Haseltine, Bill Hopkins, William
Maybe a lot of this criticism is more than your own class schedule gained for your share in this
worthE. Kane, Donald J. King, Betty Ladd, John R. Martineau, Gloria Mockler, justified. Maybe, if we knew all the
card. Know your University.
while enterprise.
John K. Murphy, Leslie S. Ray, Jr., Bob Slosser, Robert P. Snowman, Alan
Then if you knock you'll know what
St. James, Charles M. Wadsworth, Marilyn Wyman, Vera Edfors. Frances facts. But we never do. This UniJasper F. Cronse
versity is a fifty million dollar corpora- your criticizing.
Dion, Evelyn Green.
Brunswick. 1:anotus

Help China Now

SCOTCH AND SODA

1

PETTICOAT ANGLES

1

Hunting Accidents Continue

KALEIDOSCOPE

. . . But Is Praised
By Annex Director
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Bear Facts
By JERkY
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Sproul And Wallace Are Varsity Captains

ROGIA IN

—.Letter Awards
Given To 138
For Five Teams

The best news of a long t• • ia
the action being taken by Dean
Tad Wieman, Professor Stan Wallace, and a group of interested
students in the start of a new ice
hockey league this ,sinter. It is
the intention of the Dean to improve facilities for general skating, anti to organize along intramural lines several teams. Interest has been high in the past few
'ears for hockey, but it will have
to be evident this year if the plans
are to he worked out, because
there is a slight possibility that
games may be arranged with Colby or 'load ' if the candidates
are strong t.
gh.

The completion of fall sports was
featured by the annual awards banquet
Tuesday night at the New Dorms
Cafeteria. Alton Sproul, William
Bird, Charles Burgess were elected
honorary football captains, and John
Wallace and Stephen Hopkinson were
elected honorary captains of cross
country. Warren Wilson received a
trophy for winning the fall golf championship.

Coach Eck Allen announced that all
40-squad
members of varsity football
The men's athletic office has anmajor
won
letters. Robert Waterman
nounced the start of wrestling and boxwon a varsity service letter in recogniing classes as of November 15. The
tion of four years' play for the varsity
classes, which are held from 3-5 p.m.
junior varsity :teams.
and
Monday through Friday, are for those
Fall lettermen in all sports are:
who will participate in the intramural
contests, as well as others.
Varsity M in Cross Country
Harland M. Hamden, Donald C.
My apologies to Blackie TurNewhall Photo
Kinney (Mgr.), Eugene C. O'Brien,
?nen,. and Dick Hewes, a pair of
Richard D. Packard, George P. Reed,
State Champions Another Year—Donald Kinney, Manager, Richard Knowlton, Stephen Hopkinson, George
tine guards for the 1948 squad.
Irving F. Smith, Clinton Tripp, John
Reed, John Wallace, Jr., Eugene O'Brien, Clinton Tripp, Coach Chester A. Jenkins. Missing at time of picture
They were not mentioned as likeA. Wallace.
Packard.
Smith,
were Irving
Harland Harndon, Richard
ly candidates for the 1949 team
Numerals in Cross Country
in last week's article only because
Morton C. Bartlett, Edward W.
Perkins.
of an oversight.
Stephen S. Hopkinson, Harlan V.
Intramural football closed last week
Luce.
Roger C. Bailey, Robert F. Bradin a wet contest. Phi Kappa Sigma
ford, Clifford A. Card, Robert H.
whitewashed Hannibal Hamlin in the
Eastman, William A. Fogler, Randell
rain, 18-0. The Phi Kaps scored on
C. Foster.
the opening kickoff, and the game was
Hubert C. Hersey, Richard S.
Knowlton, Robert L. Parsons, Richard
never in doubt thereafter.
Bob Black of Rhode Island State
Defending champion Fred Hermann C. Pinkham.
Varsity basketball practice rolled
Varsity basketball's first cut
Ass't Mgrs: Warren Alieff, Raysecond
straight
his
won
cross
IC4A
and second seeded Larry Van Peursen mond Douglas, Richard Sweetser.
came l
lay after a week of on in earnest this week after the first
Numerals Freshman Football
practice. Thirty-two men were re- major squad cut Monday. Coach Eck country championship at Van Cort- will meet in the finals of the Fall
landt Park. New York, and broke Tennis Tournatnent, a hen the weather
M. Allan Beal, William T. Bird,
' •il after the cut. Except for Allen
has retained 32 men who will his own record set last year for the grants a good day.
Douglas J. Crawford, Irving E. Della
,tepheits. who played fine ball
Torre, Howard M. Foley, Harold
make
the
varsity
up
junior
and
varsity
course
five-mile
in
minutes,
25.4
to
Both players survived hard-fought
for iin,,on College last seasini.
teams. Bill Kenyon will be in charge lead the second-place runner by 200 four-set matches in the semi-finals Rodney Footman, David C. Hardy,
the other ula,ers all participated
George H. Hayes.
of the jayvees.
yards. Michigan State won the team after straight set wins it) the quarters
Harrison Homans, John V. Hyde,
en basketball teams for the inn1 Henry N. LeClair, James N. Mactitle. Maine's freshman team finished to reach the last round.
the
With
.
season's
opener
against
,ersiv.. either at the
nova or
Leod, James J. Mahaney, Paul Martin,
here at Or
. The brief period Bates less than two weeks away. seventh.
Hermann defeated Les Yoffe, who Bernard Parady, John Pelletier.
Francis J. Prue, Lloyd A. Rowe,
Coach Phil Hamm of the Annex had surprised in the earlier rounds.
of time %hid] is dt•Noted to P- Coach Allen has apparently settled
-':1-1,0basket ball practice at his mind on the varsity team. About journeyed to New York with two and who was unseeded in the quarter- Albert C. Smith, Donald Smith, Leon
S. Trenholm, Louis Stone.
Maine may lead the coaches to a dozen men have been working out varsity runners and six frosh from the finals. 6-2. a-2. Yoffe tired early in
Minor
closely
with
Allen in what may be Annex. John Wallace and Harland the first set.
iiserlook possible varsity candiRichard Bleakney. Robert Byers,
described
as
his
group.
top
Harndon competed in the senior dividate.. a remedy of this problem
In the next round, the champ faced Harry Hallsey, Malcolm Hayden,
Veterans Charlie Goddard, Hank sion, but neither crossed the line in the Harry Allen. one of the top-seeded Walter Hinds, Chester Kennedy, Keneould be an early start of practice. tacit 14 hilt. .11Ien is coach- Peasley, Al Hopkins. Jerry Begert. first 20 in the grueling race between men. Allen took the lead by winning neth Marden, Robert Storn, Albert
Thomas, Richard Watson.
ing the football team. In that and Al Wing are among the top candi- the top harriers of the East.
the first set. a-4, but Hermann came
Letters Varsity Football
Si as more students %mild get a dates for the varsity team. In addition,
The six-man frosh team finished back to take the next three sets. 6-3.
Randolph Adams. Donald Barron,
Annex
Dentremont
stars.
1947
two
ehance to pla,. cir en if their past
seventh with a point total of 213. First 7-5, 6-4. Allen gave Hermann some Robert Beals. Darryl Beisel, George
records are not as illustrious RS and Mahaney. have shown up well in place St. John's of Brooklyn won the trouble, but the champ proved to be Blaisdell, Seymour Card, Jr., David
the first few scrimmages, with Ma- meet with a low total of 83. There more steady, and he took the match. Cates, Arthur Clark, Philip Coulombe,
Robert Dennis, Henry Dombkowski.
Intramural basketball swung into ac- bailey apparently ready for a starting were 17 teams in the frosh run of three
Van Peursen made the semi-finals
Robert Duddy. Henry Emery,
McCormack
Lynch
role.
from
and
miles.
tion Monday. The dormitory picture at
by defeating Bob Sullivan, 6-4, 6-4. Newell Emery (Mgr.), Clinton FecPresent is muddled, but a definite pat- last year's jayvees are working with
Bob Thoits provided the opposition teau, John Fogler, Richard Gardiner,
Richard Hewes, Leslie Leggett.
tern seems to have been established in the first group.
in the semi-final round. Van Peursen Charles Loranger, Reginald Lord.
the fraternity loop. Phi Mu Delta,
Red Norwood, who played for the
edged the game veteran in five gruelJames McBrady, Edward McDerKappa Sigma. Phi Eta Kappa, Phi junior varsity two years ago, but who
ing sets. 6-4. 1-6. 6-2. 4-6. 6-4. The mott. Gerald Morse. Russell Noyes,
Ganuna Delta, and Beta Theta Pi ap- was ineligible last season, although
play, as evidenced by the scores, was Joseph Pruett. Richard Reilly, John
Royal, Lionel Roy, Charles Salisbury.
pear to be strong again this year.
he was a standout in the intramural
a see-saw affair. First Van Peursen. John Schmidlin, Richard Small, HarCoach Eck Allen's projected vis- leagues, is back. He is hampered by
then Thoits took the lead until the lan Smith, Alton Sproul.
it to Boston's Lahey Clinic, which a slowly-mending broken ankle, but he
Richard Tamm. Stanford Trask,
Dean Elton "Tad- Wienaan has final set when Van won out
Edgar Turmelle, Robert Waterman
was set for November 19. has promises aid to the team. John Kelley, announced a committee of four facul( Senior Service Letter). Philip
been postp •il for several (la% s Ed Stevens. formerly of Husson. and ty members and three students to inWhite. Alan Wing. John Zollo.
because his doctor will be ,nit of Higgins of last year's Orono Frosh. vestigate the ice hockey situation at
Numerals Junior Varsity
his ii.
Alien's see
are the other prominent candidates. the University. The committee conI sisit to the
Edmund Nlikalonis.
clinic since August will be in resists of Stan Wallace, Whoops SniveHarry Arader. John Barber, Neil
WAA opened its basketball seagard to a diainh•nal ulcer which
ly, Ted Curtis, and Kilpatrick of the son with a Tuesday night jamboree Dow, Daniel Flaherty. Norris Follett,
has been eat...111g him great disdepartment of buildings and grounds. in the Women's Gym. A large turnout Alvin Gilbert, Vernon Gray, Kenneth
Jackson, Paul Kelleher, Robert Lent.
tress. The coach has impro‘cd
Bob Dagdigian, Jack Zona:). and Carle- showed promise of a good basketball
John MacDonald, John Nfazeiko.
.shat, and he has gained
ton Smith.
year. Dorm competition will start im- Romeo Mikalonis, Stephen Parker,
back s
• of the %eight he had
The plans, which have been arranged mediately after Thanksgiving. The Edmund Picla, Walter White.
Frederick Bigney (Ass't Mgr.),
The following selections were made primarily by Wallace, who heads the games will serve as practice for the
lost. The isit to Boston is for a
Robert Boston, Chester Buck, Charles
eheckiap first. then hospitaliza- 14v 1948 varsity football men.
group, call for interested goalies to inter-class series. The following bas- Burgess, Marvin Dow, Richard I-fast
if necessary.
LE, Mikszenas, New Hampshire choose teams from those men who ketball managers were appointed by ter, Ronald Gendron, Malcolm Goos.
At Tuesday's award banquet the un- IT, Pasant,. New Hampshire and are interested. Those who want to Junior Council: Balentine—Barbara Elwood Gray (Ass't Mgr.). Raymond
Hackett. Donald Knowlton.
usual number of 40 football letters
play hockey are asked to appear per- Wright; Colvin—Cora Laverty; East
Nason, Northeaatern (tie)
David Knudsen. Richard 1.argay,
sonally at the men's athletic office to Hall—Janet Lapworth; Elms—Eliza- Paul Lindgren, Ralph Mahoney,
were issued. The number alone should
IA:, (Malian, Nes. Hampshire
sign up. Wally emphasizes the per- beth Marden ; Off-Campus — Edith Charles Perkins. Gordon Reade.
remind snalents of the wonderful team
C, Parent, Bates
appearance, and says that names Curtis: South Estabrooke—Joan Wis- George Soucie, Fred Soucy. Richard
sonal
effort of the 1948 squad in completine
RI:. Cabriel Colby
Spencer, John Squire. Milton
will not be considered unless the well: and West Hall—Helen Hoffman. Philip Ward (Ass't Mgr.). Victor,
its season with the surprise win over
RT, Leahey, Hates
persons present themselves.
Bowdoin.
RE, Lee, Ilowdoin
The Officials' Club will begin its
Eck Allen remains the head
011, A. Blanchard, Bates (HonSpecial examinations may not be
If the interest is high enough. and if duties when basketball begins. All
conch of basketball. Sam Sezak
orary (aptain)
the league is successful, a game with girls who are interested in learning given by an instructor unless the apand Home Rankin will direct the
1.1111, Rosse, Bowdoin
either Colby or Bowdoin may be ar- how to officiate at games are urged to plicant presents an authori:ation
team in his absence, but they are
Sims, Bowdoin
ranged with 'Maine's squad being attend the meetings. The dates will signed by the dean of his college and
hi• assistants.
the treasurer of the University.
VB, Ragonese, New Hampshire
picked as an all-star combination. be announced later.

1Bob Black Cops Fierrnann Seeks
Varsity Drilis
'Tennis Crown
Show New Men IC4A Meet;
Out For Team Frosh Take 7th A Second Time

Hockey Plans Move
Ahead For Winter
Of Intramural Play

Women's Sports
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Needle's Fall Issue
To Go On Sale At
Bookstore Friday

Or

.

. No% undwr 18. 1948

Maine Chicks Plea InVerseMoves Hillel Choir Makes Small Writes
Initial Appearance
'The Campus'To Set Up Ride Pool In
Training Plan
Friday Service
For Army Brass

The following announcement ap- riders, will be posted on the door of
A composite of a more well-known
peared on the bulletin board at the The Campus Office at 202 East Annex. For the first time on this campus, the
type of campus femininity will glorify
bookstore last week.
All those interested in reaping the Hillel service Friday night was highProfessor of English G. William
the Campus Glamor department of
New York
benefits of this Ride Pool are invited lighted by a choir.
the Pine Needle's fall issue which goes
Small, the vice president of the Maine
to leave their names and other pertiSoloists Carl Lehrman, Les Yoffe,
on sale at the Bookstore tomorrow, Here we come
district
of the Reserve Officer's Asnent information at the Campus Office. Francis
We're gonna get there
Lubovitz, Ray Rakoff, and
its editors say.
sociation of the United States, recently
If we have to bum.
Lila Zimmerman led the choir and published an
The removal of the editorial office
educational survey and
Model Flyers To Meet
Well buy the gin
of the Maine Campus from the MCA
congregation through the psalms and plan for the guidance of army officers.
We'll buy the gas
to East Annex is the subject of an
The organization of a control line, hymns. Irving Grunes has taken the
Dr. Small's program, which was beAll you got to do
editorial in this 24-page edition.
model, flying club has been an- place of cantor.
gas
gun in the summer of 1947, has been
Is get us there fast.
Mattress habits of the American
If you're going our way and if nounced by Larry Van Peursem, '49. Rabbi Elefant, director of the choir adopted by the U. S. Army as a trainmale come in for some unblanketing
you've got a car,
A meeting will be held in the field and the Hillel group, stated that the ing bulletin for all theatres of operaby Clair Chamberlain in an article enIf you want to take a chance with house on Sunday, Nov. 21, at 1:30 p.m. group would appear at state and inter- tion. The plan forms a part of the
titled, "The Whimsey Report."
college Hillel and B'nai B'rith func- service's modernized educational protwo Maine chicks,
The election of officers and discus- tions throughout the
Another article of the current issue
gram to prepare capable officers for
coming year.
Please grab this nickel and call 476.
sion of future plans will be followed
is, "How Do You Rate the Profs?"
Hillel
services
key
are
positions over a period of years,
held
every
FriP.S. For references call "Pearly's" by a flying session.
by Russ Meade.
day
evening
he
at
said.
7
p.m.
in
North
(Old Town).
Stevens. Everyone is invited to attend.
Cartoons by Lloyd Shapleigh make
Deeply moved by this poetic plea, New Fraternity Pledges
the edition of fiction, feature, and fun
Psychologist Is Re-elected
and those of other less eloquent prosomething to look forward to, Needk
Fraternities this week released Madame De Paris Pane
letariat, The Campus wishes to doDr. Charles A. Dickinson, professor
editors say.
names of the following pledges:
nate its humble services.
Mrs. Huguethe D. Albert, of Paris, of psychology, was re-elected
to the
Beta Theta Pi—Theodore S. White- spoke of France under German rule, council
Names and destinations of students
of the National committee for
Subscriptions for THE MAINE
at last night's meeting of "Le Cercle Mental Hygiene at its
CAMPUS will be rehrived at 202 seeking rides, along with a list of house, Jr.
recent convencar-owners wanting share-the-expense
East Annex.
Francais," in North Estabrooke.
Kappa Sigma—John T. Young.
tion in New York.

FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS

MAKE THIS CHRISTMAS
YOUR FINEST ...

MAIN STREET

BANGOR, MAINE

Headquarters
FOR ARROW PRODUCTS

An ow ties can take it!
EVEN IN LEAP YEAR!

...world's most
SILK REPP STRIPES

wanted pen

FOULARDS
KNITS
BOWS
$1 to $2.50

YES SIR! One good reason college men like Arrow ties is
the pure wool resilient lining that discourages wrinkles.

•It's an exciting gift... whether you give it

Parker "51" Pen and Pencil
Set. Gold-filled cap. 323.75.

Copt I4

y The PaYk•• V.ri

cr get it! So choose your "51" now.
Here is the world's most wanted and most
beautiful writing instrument. Precision-made
in very detail. The "51" starts the instant
it touches p:Iper—glides without effort. Your
hand rests as you write.
What's more, you never need a blotter. For
this is the pen that writes dry with Superchrome,
the ink created for the "51" alone.
If you wait, you may miss out. So do your
Christmas planning—or hinting—eariy. See
your Parker dealer now while a full selection
of styles and colors is available. Pens, including new denii-ske, $12.50 and up. Pencils,
$6.25 and up. Sets, $18.75 to 5F.0.00. The
Parker Pen Company, Janesville 1'
U. S. A.; Toronto. Canr.;11.

When you need a few new bows or four-in-hands, see your
favorite Arrow dealer for the best buys in ties!
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Tests Offered
To Aid `Situdents
con- In Job Choice

University Society

Ilutigah!! In other words, it's an-'a short speech by one of the new
other lean week and we're beginning Ipldeges, Al Thorne. Those who coulk
to look emaciated ... so is our column I cease their laughter after that
Doe Reed has loaned 25 aquatints
so do the pledges—which may be I tinned with the dancing for the reMore than a hundred high school
Are you undecided concerning your
and 10 original drawings to the Uni- debate students and their coaches at- the reason why there weren't many mainder of the evening.
future occupation? Do you think that
versity of Maine for exhibition Nov. tended the Bates League Debating parties. Pretty soon we're going to t Members and pledges of Phi Eta
you are making a mistake in your
1-24 in the Carnegie Hall print and Council held last Saturday at the New have to resort to a "personals" de- , had a post-Hell-week get together
at choice of work? If you think you
lecture room.
partment—you know, one of these ...1the establishment of Mr. Patrick EarnsLibrary.
can use help, the Vocational Guidance
'what cute lir red- worth.... After which they adjourned service
Born in Indiana in 1894, Reed is
Students from Bangor, Old Town, -.
of the Psychology department
head was seen to Club 15 (That's o.k., dear reader, may be
one of America's foremost print Orono, John Bapst, Bucksport, Bar
able to aid you.
with what grue- we don't know where Club 15 is
makers. He has studied at the Cincin- Harbor, Madison, Waterville, MilliDr. Donald L. Quinsey, director of
some blond a t either.
nati Academy of Art, in France, nocket, and Dover-Foxcroft high
... we must needs ask Bob the servier emphasizes
the fact that
what certain par- Cool.)
and Mexico.
schools were present.
the service does not fit a person into
ty'—May
the
paAn observer with the 47th Infantry,
Several lively discussions on Federal
There's nothing slow about the Phi a certain hole, so to say, but rather
tron saint of soci4th Division in France during World 'World Government were also held in
Gams. Get their pins on Sunday, lose seeks to bring out the interests and
ety editors preWar I, he returned a casualty soon Stevens Hall among university stuthem on Monday;
the a1ptitudes of those seeking help.
serve us from such
after the Armistice. He then taught dents under direction of leaders of the
Pinned:
Mary
Marsden
to
Mark
service consists of giving voa fate!
• tc",
art at Oklahoma A. and M, where he U. of M. Debating Council.
Shedd; Ann Burbank to Bob Taylor. cational tests and various aptitude exCalico
Ball
is now head of the Art Department.
Heading the many groups were Kay
The Petteecarr Also Eden Forte to Chester Kenne- aminations. When the results are tabuMember of nearly all of this coun- Kennedy, Mary Linn, Doris Vollmer,
lated the person concerned has a fairly
Award of the dy, Sigma Phi Epsilon.
try's honorary art societies, including George Brountas, Donald Waring,
good idea of his interests.
week goes to Miss
the National Academy of Design and George Vardamis, Margaret Mollison,
Janie Hastings Vick Company Interviews
About 150 students are aided each
the Society of American Etchers, Francis Bean, and Norma Drummond.
year by the service. Of this number
who, you'll agree,
Reed has built his reputation on scenes
A representative of the Vick ChemiJAN
The discussions were a part of the
20 per cent have a good idea of their
was just about the
from the southwestern part of the program included in the activities of
cal Company of New York City, Mr.
cutest Calico Queen anyone could ask
plans. The remaining 80 per cent
United States, although his lush the Debating Clinic.
James Tompkins, will visit the Unifor ... We don't think Janie would
however, are not certain of what to
nudes are a strong contrast to the
versity on Monday and Tuesday, Nomind sharing her honors with the peodo. How much they are aided by the
grim and barren landscape of that
vember 29 and 30, to discuss with senple responsible for those fine decoravaried tests Dr. Quinsey is not certain.
area.
ior and other students opportunities in
tions for the Calico Ball. The gym
That many have profited is undeniable.
the fields of merchandising and adverreally looked super-like.
The service is open to all who feel
tising.
Frats
they can use it. No charge is asked
Saturday night an informal vic dance
Have you seen the new CAMPUS Those interested can contact Dr.
was held in honor of the newly initi- office? Drop in.
Quinsey at 39 Stevens North.
The newly formed Students' Wives
ated members of Theta Chi and their
•
Club held its organizational meeting
•
dates. "Side Car" Jones gave out
in the Louis Oakes Room, Library,
with her own incomparable rendition
Scabbard and Blade has announced
Van Heusen
in Bangor
Wednesday, November, 17. Elections
of Chloe ably assisted at the piano by
that the annual Military Ball will be
for five officers were completed.
Kay Cook. "Bobo" LePage then renheld Dec. 10, 8 p.m., at the Memorial
Mrs. Verna Buschena, who organ- dered several numbers at the piano
Gym.
and
181 Exchange St.
ized the meeting with the assistance the evening was climaxed by the apBlue Barron, who was slated to play
and cooperation of University presi- plication of the business end of a •
for the dance, has cancelled the endent, Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, was paddle to Dave "sore-seat" Winches- •V1,1.1%11,AVINVVVVVVVVVVI,AVVVVVVVV141/1,•%14VVINVVIAA/1%
gagement, but another name band will
elected club president.
ter by Marion Phinney, glamorous
be engaged.
Mrs. Marguerite Donahue was Bangor bed-pan changer.
The dance, which is formal, will be
elected vice president; Mrs. Lala DinsHell Week at Phi Kap ended at
interrupted by an hour intermission
more received the secretaryship; Mrs. Saturday night supper. A "vic" dance
during which Col. Fuller will present
the Honorary Lt. Col. with a special Mildred Small is the treasurer; and afterward was well attended by memtrophy in the presence of last year's Mrs. Jerry Hatch will direct publicity. bers and pledges. About midway in the
The next meeting will be in the evening the crowd was entertained by
Honorary Lt. Col., Miss Muriel AppleWomen's
Gym, Nov. 22 at 8 p.m. a makeshift band consisting mostly of
bee.
Scabbard and Blade officials said Basketball, needlework, and bridge will pledges. They played the "Anvil
that the campus will be polled soon to make up the program. A report on the Chorus" with all the perfection and
determine who the new Honorary Lt. forthcoming Christmas Party will be assorted sound effects of Spike Jones.
The entertainment was topped off by
Col. will be. It is customary for the given by the committeee.
entire University of Maine ROTC
Corps to hold a special review in the
J. Paul Sheedl* Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil
spring for the winner of this title.
In the past the Military Ball has
Because He Flunked The Finger-Nail Test
featured hte orchestras of Woody Herman, Claude Thornhill, Sam Donahue,
and Bobby Sherwood.
Regular Button-Down with
Paul A. Albert. chairman of the
"Comfort Contour'
Scabbard and Blade pledge committee,
. collar
briefly outlined to pledges present the
Van Heusen builds extra good looks
purpose and functions of the organizainto this campus favorite. Low-setting
tion at a recent meeting.
for that casual look, for a wonderful
Kenneth W. Seaman, treasurer, disfeeling around your neck. In smooth
cussed the distribution of the $15
white oxford, lab-tested, Sanforized
initiation fee.
—a new shirt free if your Van Heusen
Seaman said it is doubtful if there
shrinks out of size. Ask for
will be any informal initiation this
Van Heusen DeLuxe Oxfordian, $3.95.
year, as the pledges will not have uniOther Van Heusen shirts
forms in time.
$3.50, $3.95, $4.95.

Students' Wives
Military Ball Dated; Organize New Club
Scabbard and Blade And Elect Officers

Orients Pledges
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Here's a model
you'll go for!
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We like the newspaper business.
That's why we're is it. We want to
give you the best paper our resources
will permit. With that as our goal, we
naturally want your help and advice.
If you have a constructive suggestion,
phone Extension 52 or write a letter to
the editor, THE MAINE CAMPUS,
202 East Annex.
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You'llfind college men's
collar favorites in

o

IT'S 1ASY to laugh at someone else's wild untamed hair. But
• when it's your own, it's a horse of a different color. So why
go through life with three stripes against you? A little Wildroot
Cream-Oil hair tonic grooms your hair neatly and naturally
without that greasy, plastered down look. It's non-alcoholic,
contains Lanolin. Relieves annoying dryness, removes loose
dandruff. Helps you pass the Finger-Nail Test! Ask your
barber for professional applications. And run like a zebra
down to your nearest drug or toilet goods counter for a bottle
or tube, today? Your hair will look and
feel better than it ever veldt!
* .1327 Burroughs Drive, Sayder, N. Y.
Wildroot Company,Inc., Buffalo 11, N.Y.
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shirts
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Final Talk By
General Senate Three Leagues Sigma Mu Taps SCM Invites
MCA To Boston Rev. Kenyon
Twenty-Two
No Mockery
in Tourney
The MCA office has been invited to
Ends Series
The first section of the "long" bas- For Initiation
Says Barnett
send
conference on
representatives
to
a
this
week
for
ketball season started
"Is the General Student Senate a
mockery?" This question, derived
from a sentiment held by a segment of
the student body, was asked of certain
members of the General Student Senate. To those who gave an affirmative
answer an additional query stated "As
a member of this body, what do you
suggest be done to improve this situation?"
The follolA ing comments were received by Ca Inpus reporters.
Ralph Barnett, President of the
G.S.S.
"The General Senate is still in its
infancy under the new constitution. I
think that before the year is out it will
do things that the students approve of.
I believe that the Senate can stand
more defined power. However, contrary to the hecklers, it should never
have the power to tell the administration off!"
Ken Vennett, G.S.S. member and
President of Men's Senate
"The General Senate has not enough
defined real power. I'd ask the administration to give the Senate more
real power."
Nancy Hubbard, G.S.S. member
"The form of the Senate is fine,
however it could use more power."
James MeBrady, G.S.S. member
"The General Senate is not a mockery; it gives the student body complete
representation, and performs a valuable function."
Charles Lewis, G.S.S. member
"Yes, it is a mockery; the General
Senate's authority is purely fictional,
and the students could get along just as
well without the G.S.S. as it now is
constituted.
Kay Kennedy, President of Women's
Student Government
"I think that the General Senate is
very valuable as it is the only group
on campus that jointly represents both
men and women as a go-between to
the administration."

43 teams and three leagues. More than
300 games have been scheduled by
Hal Woodbury, of the Men's physical
education department.
The dorm teams will be divided into
the Blue and the White leagues. The
fraternity teams will compose the third
league.

CLASS ELECTIONS
(Continued from Page One)
cis A. King; Emil E. Winter; Victor
A. Woodbrey, Jr.
Junior Class—Class of 1950
President: James A. 'McBrady ;
Harold M. Peasley ; Aristedes Tsomides.
Vice President: Blaine L. Beal;
Robert L. Beals; David C. Cates;
Edward J. McDermott.
Secretary: Ruth Holland; Elaine
A. Lockhart; Mary Whitcomb.
Treasurer: Donald P. Barron;
James E. Davee; Alton M. Hopkins.
Senior Class—Class of 1949
President: Ralph E. Barnett; James
A. Beaudry ; James A. Hinds.
Vice President: Robert S. Capers,
Jr.; Edwin W. Webber; John P.
Zollo.
Secretary: Charlotte A. Alex; Mary
Jean Cunningham; Cynthia J. Hayden.
Treasurer: Arnold A. Davis; Foster
Gordon; Alfred N. Savignano.
Candidates for Sophomore Representative to Athletic Board
(only men vote)
C. Seymour Card, Richard Chase,
Keith Tozier.
The above list of candidates for the
respective offices will constitute the
ballot for the Final Election to be held
Tuesday, December 7, 1948.

Kathleen Kennedy, Dorothea Butler,
Evelyn Ellsworth, Wayne Thurston,
Kathleen Heald, Virginia Kennedy,
George Madore, Leonard Minsky,
Charlotte Pressey, Bernard Braen,
Mary Zelenkewich, Helen McKenna,
Ann Burbank, Arthur Kaplan, Althea
Kirk, Marilyn Seavey, Julia Shores,
Robert Webster, Marilyn Simonds,
Judith Newton, and Marilyn Kobrin.
The organization is an honorary
society for students with an expressed
interest in psychology and a superior
scholastic standing.

churchmanship of the Student Christian Movement in New England.
Students representing colleges all
over New England will attend the
conference which will be held December 3-5 in Boston. The nature and
value of churchmanship in this age
will be discussed. The conference will
feature outstanding speakers. There
will be inter-denominational and denominational meetings.
Conference headquarters will be in
the Old South Church and all of the
Copley Square churches will be in use
for the denomination meetings.
It is hoped that a large delegation
from Maine will be present. All students interested are urged to stop in
at the MCA office for more information.

The Rev. Ernest 0. Kenyon, speaking on "The Christian Marriage," concluded the Friendship and Marriage
series last Sunday.
The series, which was sponsored
jointly by the Canterbury Club and
the MCA, with the cooperation of the
Hillel Foundation, Koinonia, and the
Wesley Foundation, proved to be of
considerable student interest.
The committee, which had complete
charge of these talks and the discussions which followed each, was math
up of Marilyn Wyman, Richard Schonland, and Ray Gross of the Canterbury
Club; Jane Sibley, John LaPointe,
and John Wentworth of the MCA;
and faculty advisors Miss Ruth Wadleigh, Rev. Charles O'Connor, and Dr.
Theodore Weiler; and the Rev. Hobart
Gary, Episcopal chaplain.

McClurkin To Speak

Geologists Map Island

Chem Engineers Organize

Dr. Paul T. McClurkin, consultant
psychologist and Congregational minister of Hadley, Massachusetts, will be
the guest speaker at the Sunday morning service in the Little Theatre on
Sunday, Nov. 21.
Dr. McClurkin is the main speaker
at the State YMCA conference at
Bangor this coming week-end.

The Geology Club, continuing its
plan to re-map the entire coastline of
Mount Desert Island, sent six members to Bar Harbor Saturday.
Students who made the trip were:
Ivory Canty, exploration chairman:
James McGuire. John Henderson,
Herbert Schnider, Raymond Woodman, and Wayne Plummer.

A new club has been formed for
Chemical Engineers and pulp & paper
men.
Officers elected were George Ainsworth, president; Sidney Peachey,
vic:! president Jani(s Mollison, secretary: and Parker Gray, treasurer.
Mr. Oliver Axtell is the faculty adviser for the group.

Twenty-two students were taken into
Sigma Mu Sigma, honorary psychology society, last week at the organization's fall initiation meeting.
New members of the society, headed
by Carl Brennan, are Joan Bither,
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STUDENTS!.
YOU'RE INVITED!

Like the New York Times, THE
MAINE CAMPUS has deadlines
which it must meet. Delays cost money
and deprive readers of news. Please
help us get today's news today, so we
can keep the copy moving and give
you a better paper.

11111S01 ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
For the week of November 15, 1948
To

CHRISTMAS
OPENING
THIS

JANE HASTINGS
So. Estabrooke
In recognition of her being chosen as
the Calico Queen.
The recipient of this award is entitled to
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